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COLES COUNTYSCHOOLSORGANIZE ATHLETIC LEAGUE
WAA to Hold Open House Skipper Pre~s Board Will Princ-ipals, Coaches Convene
MeetToday,ll: 35 Thursday with P. J. Van Horn
Open Meeting
Editors, Business Managers for
•New Conference Will Sponsor
Publications to Be Chosen
Annual Hardwood Tilt Between I
League Promoter

Facuity Men, W AA Women
Will Climax Evening; Will Feature Colorful Costumes.

Set Date at Mar. 10
A st age of colorful co.stumes and
scenery and dancing glirls will be in
the limelight at the WAA Open House
to be held March 10. The colorful
spectacle, say those in the know, will
be a realistic repr·esenta.tion of .the native dress of ten foreign countries and
of America. The stranger nations
send their dancers~Spain, Germany,
Hussia, Gl'eece, England, Scandinavia, '
Holland, Ireland, Scotland, Francenll represented by W AA ballet tyros
Milbra Osborn
now 1"eomvmg instruction, with Miss
Mabel Hupprich and Miss Florence
McAfee in generoal supervisi-on of the
entire performanoe. 11\.lilbra Osborn is
general chairman.
Prepare Scenery, Costumes
Dorothy Hills, chairman of the scenery committee (.and the Art Club pres•
•
ident, by the way) has planned for Art Hea~ ~Ill Show C~Uecbon
each dance a background which is
of Pamtmgs From Chicago
characteristic of the actual time and
·
· -place to be represented. Costumes, o~
· By' Reba Goldsmith
course, play an importan.t part in this
"Something that will appeal to the
respect too. eo-chaiTmoo of the cos- eye-that's what I want to try to
tume committee are Beulah Midgett present in my lecture," said Mr.
and Collette Brumleve. Other com~ Frank M. Gracey of the Art departmittee chairmen are Viol·et Bodesta, ment. Mr. Gracey will deliver the
publicity ; Laurene Mills, properties· eleventh in the series of cultural surEsther Lumbrick, tickets; and Kather~ vey talks on the subject, "The Fine
in~ Shores, ushering.
Arts in Modern Life."
Champs Will Play Faculty
!he lectu:e will be g_iven in Ro~m 6
The evening's entertainment will be thiS week mstead of m the auditorclimaxed by the annual ba.sketball ium.
Mr. Gracey will bring an unusual
game 'between faculty and students.
Last year the faculty team wa.s com- collection of paintings from
the
posed of men t eachers. The student Academy of Fine Arts in Chicago.
"These paintings," he says, "are
tE-am was last year, and will be this largely done by students in the
year, composed of women taking part
Academy, a school which is so modin the women's basketball tournament.
ern it is almost modernist."
'T his is a n all-staor aggrega,tion selected on the basis of playing ability and
"I'm looking forward to these pictures' arriving about February 22,"
good sportsmanship.
continued Mr. Gracey, "and I expect
---EISTc--to build my talk around them. I believe the most valuable thing I can
Sunderman Secures
do will be to show the part that
Two Oratorio Soloists art plays in life today. In such a
discussion I don't think it will be
Mr. Lldyd F . . Sunderman, music de- necessary to give any great history of
partment head, has secured two so~o painting, but I will talk about paintists, Mr. Bruce F1oote, baritone, and ing as it is done now."
Mr. LeRoy Ramp, tenor, of the UniAll students may have an opporversity of Illinois, who Will be featured tunity to see the exhibition for, acin an or!Ltorio to be presented Sunday cording to Mr. Gracey, "If the works
evening, March 21, ~at 8: 15 .o'clock in meet my expectations, I intend to put
the college auditorium. Both Mr. Foote them on exhibition in the art rooms
and Mr. IHarrnp are voice instructors for a few days after my talk."
in the music department of the state
university.
The oratorio will be pr·e&ented by the
mixed chorus made up of students and
a group of musically inclined townspeople. The chorus numbers 55 memBy Staff Reporter
bers. Directed by Mr. Lloyd F. Sunderman, the group will present "The
The Stag party sponsored by the
Crucifixion" by John Stainer, considered one of rthe four best Good Friday Men's Union last Thursday evening
was indeed the most commendable
cratorios ever written.
---IEISTc---th'ing done by that body in the last
COOK REMINDS GRADS
six years. We limit it to six for the
TO COMPLETE FOLDERS simple reason that we weren't here
before. (Neither was the Union.)·
Graduates are again warned that all
A detailed study will show four atcredential folders must be completed tractions followed by a very substanand turned in to DT. W. W. Cook, head tial supper dubbed "refreshments" by
of the Placement bureau, by !M arch 1. the master of ceremonies. Since reT~ping of these for the bureau files freshments are always in orde:c espebe~in at th~t tinie. Any re.com- cially when substanti~l,. that ~a:·t o"
.endat10ns not m by March 1 W1ll be , t.he program was a fittmg curtam to
l€ft out .of the fo~der.
the party.

I

Gracey to Lecture
On Art Thursday

I

The Publications board will meet at
11:35 sharp in room 23 today, accoruing to Mr. Franklyn L. Andrews, News
and WarbC.e r Adviser and PUblications
board chairman. Editor, assistant editor, publicity director, business manager for the News and editor, and bus- I
ness manager of the Warbler will be
definitely chosen. Tentative s9ciety and
sports heads (positions without salary)
will also be chosen. The deadline for
a pplications for these positions will be
11:30 today.

I

I

The student-faculty
Publications
board is composed of the editors and
business managers of both the News
and Warbler, three other students, the
adviser to both publications and five
other faculty members. This is the
board's second meeting of the year.
It is expected the IVews will have an
editor-in-chief for the year 1937-38, instead of co-editors, the set-up used this
year. The board will make this official. An assistant editorship, with
salary, inaugurated last year, will be
continued next year. Members of the
board include Walton Morris, Stanley
Elam, Donald Cavins, Aline Claar, Joe
Kelly,
Mary Jane Kelly, James
Michael, Florence Cottingham, Mr.
Franklyn L. Andrews, Miss Isabel McKinney, Mr. H. DeF. :Widger, Dr. Paul
W. Sloan and Mr. Russell H. Landis.

.

TEACHERS GET POSITIONS
Dr. W. W. Cook reports two high
school placements la.st week: Grace
Beecher at Kokomo, Indiana, teaching home economics; Juanita Oantwell
at Manissa, Illinois, teaching music
~md art.

Paris J. Van Horn

- - - - - -- - -- - - - - -

Glee Club Will Go
On Tour in Spring
Group Will Have Appeared in 35
Towns After Spring Tours

The Women's Glee club, under the
dir·ection of IMr. Lloyd F. Sunderman,
ha.s completed plans for a series of
concert .tours to start early in the
spring term. The group numbers 36
members ·aside from the director, Mr.
Sunderman, and pi·ano accompanist,
IVJ.ss Dorothy Bruce.
The program for these concerts will
feature Miss Bruce in a piano solo,
Liszt's "Hungarian .Rhapsody No. 2,"
Miss Bette Lou BaJi.ls in a drama tic
reading, and Mr. Sunderman in several
bass solos. The chorus dresses uniformly in blue robes with silver grey
t:rim.
Club Will Make Short Jaunts
The
club will appear in chapel on
---IEISTC--Tuesday morning, March 16, when they
Journalists Postpone
will present their regular program at
time.
Journey to St. Louis that
On March 25, they will makoe a one
The proj·ected tour of the Sot. Louis day trip through Ca.sey and Marshall.
Post-Dispatch buildings Saturda,y by The first appearance wm be ~ Ca.sey:
M.r. Franklyn Andrews' journalism 21 followed by afternoon and evenmg conclass had to be abandoned fo,z- la,ck of · oerts in MarshalL
cars ·a nd inclement weather. It is hopThe secon~ journey will 1be t~ D~
ed that the trip can be taken two or ville on Apnl 8, whe~e they ~Ill g.Ive
three weeks af,ter term end.
an afternoon concert m the C1ty high
school, and .a n evening performance in
---EISTC--COUNTRY LIFE WILL MEET the First !Presbyterian church.
The group will appear before the
Nineteenth district meeting of the nThe Country Life club will hold a
linois Federation of Women's Clubs at
recreational meeting in the college
Shelbyville in afternoon · and evening
auditorium Monday night, March 1,
concerts on April 14.
at 8:15.
Schedule Long Trip, April 22-26
Leaving Charleston early Thursday
morning, April 22, the club will take
a four day jaunrt;, stopping first in 0~
ney, wher.e a concert will be given that
same mor!Nng. Afternoon and evewhat we can't be exactly sure, wa.s ning performances will be given in
Fairfield, where the group will stop
good; it filled tha,t requirement.
overnight. The next -appearance will
Now to the Minstrel, which, strange- follow in Salem in the high school in
ly enough, was not used as the climax. the afternoon of Friday, April 23. A
Its maestro should certainly have in- conoert will be given that night in the
Christian church of that city. They
sisted upon its being last on the prowill stop in Charleston Saturday en
gram. All audiences must be waked route to .Springfi-eld where they will apup, ~d Eastern males are no excep- pear Sunday morning in the .Laurel
tion. Wingler's minstrel did that, at Methodist church, of which the Revthe same time giving a remarkable erend Gay 0. W·h ite, .f ormer Charlesshow. It might be called a "four star" ton resident, 'is pa.stor. Monday morning the girls will give a concert in the
production, to use a hackneyed phrase, Springfield high school. On Monday
for Voris, Wingler, Gooper and Upton night the group will appear in the
proved themselves able end men. The r'irst Methodist church of Decatur.
costumes were excellent, the make-up Tl1ey will return to Charleston via Tuspassable, and the gags well done. cola ·a nd Mattoon,
The German band idea is an old Blatant lines ea.sily produce horse---11:18Tc---one, but always good and easily don laughs; Wingler's dialogue produced
RAILSBACK GETS DEGREE
good belly laughs.
impromptu.
Mr. 0 . L. Railsback, professor in the
The Bavarian "halley," a paradox
The Union Stag will doubtless dein itself, since it wa.s actually a chorus, velop into an annual affair, if such physical science department, received
tickled the masculine funny-bones very talent as was discovered this year con- .his doctor of philosophy degree from
successfully. A takeoff is good if made tinues to be available. The first was the University of Indiana about two
ridiculous enough. This take- off, of a praiseworthy accomplishment,
months ago,

Reporter _P raises Minstrel Show

:n

Includes 8 Schools

I

The Publications board requests
applicants for staff artist by 11:30
today. As an oversight, the board
neglected to ask for applications
for this position. It is important
that it be filled by the board at today's meeting. Those wishing to
apply should do so personally to a
board member by 11:30.

I

Track, Basketball, Tennis, Softball Play Among High Scho91s.
Name County Champs.

I.

Last Thursday night saw the inception of a new athleti:c conference in
eastern illinois under the initia,tion of
Coa,ch Paris J. Van Horn of the Teachers college high. It will be called .the
Principals .a nd Coaches Organization
of Goles county, and includes, or will
include, eight high schools of .t he county. Organized for the purpose of establishing better friendship and ;fel~·
lowship among the schools and schoolmen, it will sponsor conference ba.sketball, tennis, and round robin softball tournaments.
Nine Schools Are Represented
At the invitation of Mr. Van Horn
and Director of .Physical Education
Charles P. Lantz, nine high school
principals •a nd coaches met Thursday
and named officers and committees for
the organization. iMr. V.an Horn is
president, R. L . .Bob~enz of Oakland is
vice-president, E. B. Armer of Humboldt was selected secretary and H . E.
Greer of Humboldt treasurer: A . committee of four will meet April r and
draw up a constitution. The committee
is composed of the president, Mr. Van
Hm'n, John Parr, Sam Gillespie and 0 .
H . TeVault.
Dates Set for Meets
It was decided at the meeting to
hold the first basketball tournament
here in the new gymnasium :the weekend of January 14 and 15 in 1938. Tiie
county track meet will also be held
her·e, May 7 or 8. The same day of
the track meet there will be a Coles
county tennis championship tournament. A softball round robin tourna~
m ent will be held in the spring of 1938.
The seven high schools already in(Continued on Page 6)
---IEISTc---

Science Club He.ars
Carlson, Farnswor-th
"Few people know about the pleasure to be had in studying alcohol,
not in drinking it," said Mr. Carlson,
a chemistry major, at the Science
club meeting last Wednesday evening.
He gave his audience proof that the
study of alcohols is interesting later
in his speech when he made the
statement that a 175 pound man can
drink three cocktails and not feel the
effects of it while that amount would
make the average woman tipsy.
Farnsworth Speaks Second
The second speaker of the evening
was Mr. Russell Farnsworth, student
and amateur short wave operator
here, who told how he became interested in radios and many of his experiences in connection with his interesting hobby.
~'To pa.ss the entrance examinations,"
he said, "all short wave radio enthusia.sts are required to be able to receive
or transmit messages at the rate of at
least thirteen words a minute. Mr.
Farnsworth is able to receive and
transmit messages at the rate of approximately fifty words a minute,
which he considers only fair. However,
few amateurs ·can do better.
'Short Wave Is Interesting Hobby'
He made the fact clear that, although
being very useful as a scientific instru~
ment too, short wave radio is extreme~
ly interesting as a hobby. "Although
learning the International code is the
hardest part of the required examination," Mr. Farnsworth concluded,
"anyone with interest for the subject
and with a little study, can soon become a short wave radio operator. At
the present time there are 5,000 licensed operators.
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eqrtat4tt'5 <!Lulltgt ~tttlS Alum.na Comments Upon.Last Week's
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Junzor Exam Prates~ zn Soap -Box

Published each Tuesday of the school Places Blame for Poo·r Test upon Lack of Unity in Teaching Standyear by the students of the Eastern Illinois .
ards, Inferior Basic Instruction.
State Teachers College at Charleston.
Apropos of the statement in the ' and personal, deliver an opinion?
Entered as second class matter November Soap-Box of this week's issue of the
In something of the manner of the
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston, News concerning the recent test in confessional, I hear more than a little
English given to Juniors, may an old- of the troubles of the average teacher
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
timer who has already had sixty years in the average small High School (and
~-Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
experience with this school, vicarious. some not so small). Knowing these
things, I feel that there is room for
stanley Elam '38 .................................................................. Co-editor
practically unlimited improvement in
Walton Morris '37 ....................,. ..................................... :····-Co-edit or
the teaching of basic English in late
Donald Cavins '37 ....................................... ,......Business Manager
elementary school and Junior High.
GrammaP., as such, can not do all that
Glen Cooper '37 .................................................. Publicity Director
is
possib~e for it unless relations are
Florence Cottingham '37 .................................... Associate Editor
built
up with the business of living and
John Farrar '39 .......................................................... Sports Editor
speaking and writing.
Beulah Midgett '38 .................................................... Soclety Editor
These faults cannot be eradicated
Mary Jane Kelly '39.......... ................................ .................... Features
What are your outstanding charac- in High School in any great degree, and
teristics?
they come with the pupil to college
Aline Claar '39 .............. .............................. ............................Features
Ike
Wingler
My
whistle,
my
ties,
and
English 20' and 21. I play no favF'ranklyn L. Andrews ............................................................ Adviser
orites in schools; only five of the
my puns.
Ike Stroud - The north library, lit- twenty who passed the test were T. C.1936
Member
1937
trained. I think that the faults in
tle campus, south library.
English
20 and 21 are not so much with
Member 1=\ssociated CoUee,iate Press Member
Walt Morris - My walk, my column,
the
teaching
as with the lack of unity
Distributors of
ICPA
my hair.
CSPA
of
standards.
Several teachers have
Louise Tym- My laugh, my knit
CoUee>iate DitSest
these
classes,
and
judging from results,
dresses, lack of height.
what
is
good
in
one
class is not so in
Joe Snyder- My smile, my voice,
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1937
another. I know from experience that
my EI sweater.
Katherine Shores My 10 hour a student has been able to make an A
in one term's work under one teacher
sleeps,
Kappa
Delta
Pi,
cooking.
Now We've Got It,
Don Ca.vins - My truck, plaid shirt, and then in the second term under another instructor with the same effort
Let's Name It
bad puns.
receive a D. It doesn't seem reasonBert Lynch - My nationality.
The new building being erected on the c ampus
Wayne Neal - My girl, my profile, able that there should be such a difofficially bears the name, "Health-Educa tion Build- my dining service.
ference. It is understandable that two
ing," with hyphen and capitals required. Now we.
Martha Holladay - My home town, teachers might make the difference between an A and a B, but scarcely
have a hunch that this title is destined to blight a nd my hair, my baby-talk.
from 11.. to D, unless there is a serious
---EISTC:--neglect; it will probably be laid away to moulder
discrepancy in standards somewhere. It
till state occasions arise. It sounds too much like
IOWA TEST RESULTS
may be noted that some of those who
a disguise or a MacFadden health re sort. Why not
did
pass the test did not receive A's in
Results of the 1937 Lowa ev·e'I'y-pupll
admit it's a gym we wanted and got? Its purpose
earlier
courses.
is to promote health and education, yes. But now t~sting program of basic skills have
been posted on the first 'floor bulleWith the result of the test at hand,
that we've got it, let's quit calling it by its purpose
tin board of the tr.a ining sc-hool. The it should be possible to evolve some
and give it a name.
.
sixth, seventh and eighth ·g rade rec- standards that will be reasonably static
There is, we believe, but one name that should o:.ds for three consecutive y·ears can tJ:l,roughout all secti'ons of these freshreceive serious consideration. When a collge can now be compared. The resu1ts show man courses under one teacher or anboast of possessing as prominent and venerable a that the training school children rank- other. Certain phases may need stressfigure in its athletic set-up as Charles P. Lantz is ed very near the top in many basic ing as plain grammar, but just as cerhere, when this one man has accomplished as mv.ch' sldlls, going ·below avera.ge in almost tainly relationships should be set up in
as he with as limited facilities, when just at the none. In vocabulary, silent r·eading j a c~assroom und;r more or less coclose of his active coaching career o:l: more than a and comprehension of maps, the train- ercwn and unre.ated to .what may go
ing scholo children are especially high. on outside of that room.
quarter-century he sees the realization of his
The Iowa .t esting program, which
-An Old 'Un
dreams without the opportunity to enjoy personally has been carried on for several years
The above letter is written by
the fruits of that realization, what could be so fit- by the University of Iowa, ·r anks scien- Mrs. A. 0. Bainbridge, an active alumting as the recognition of his long service in a last- tifioally thousands ·Of schools in Iowa na of the college, eS~peciaUy in Sigma
ing testimonial?
'J.'au Delta. Editor's note.
e.nd surrounding states.
Naming the new building for Coach Lantz
would be such a testimonial. We say, "Hail to the
Lantz gym!"
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Modesty's Sake. • •

Elephant's
Child ...

A Nickle and Music Starts
The Thursda.y a;fternoon talks should be delivered at
the Little ·C ampus.

Our Apathetic Teachers-

Have You Heard?
Round About the Campus
with Walton Morris

Apathy is the bane of the teaching profession
as a profession. Apathy is the reason why teachers . . . about the coming intramuraJ. "Daddy, why do you always have to
get the lowest average salary of any of the profes-· classic, a three game playoff of the have your own way?" He just couldn't
sions. Apathy explains the fact the supervisors, Fidelis-Phi Sig round robin tie to decide figure it out. We can tell you, little
· forever fraternity supremacy on the
.not classroom teachers, must head the Illinois Edu- campus (in basketball, in basketball). Wayne! It's because he's used to having it at school.
cation association.
The illustrious Greeks took Sam TayThe Illinois Teacher, official organ of the lEA, lor's Jitter Bugs Wednesday night, but ... Juanita Brown's comment on the
carries in the current is sue w hat we think is one they led by only two points at the fin- bhakespearean ·movie Romeo and
of the most pertinent articles for teachers in Illi- al gun. The clash of the frats will be Juliet? Sa.ys the famed debater, "All
nois educational history. A legislative program an interesting game to see. We don't Juliet has that I haven't got is speeddrawn up at the eighty-third .meeting of the IEA know the odds yet, but we'll wager the she just works faster." Brownie thinks
and including all the reforms that Illinois education bets run high. It promises to be the fast too; but then, it only took Juliet
has so long stood in need of is published in this fastest, hardest I-M tilt of the season. about three days!
--,....magazine. Yet how many undergraduates he~e
. . . any' "meows" from the direction of
have read it? We do not know, but our guess IS . . . many Eastern men talking about Fidelis house? If so, it's Abraham.
their Stag party? Sorry, gals, but you
not flattering.
Abraham is the local frat's new
The explanation of this lackadaisical attitud,_ missed the highlight of the social cal- maltese cat. Jim Stahl says, "We call
endar. Rumor has it that you (We're
is not the purpose of this editorial. It may be the. still addressing the girls) helped with him Abraham 'cause he freed us from
natural apathy of adolescence to problems thal the minstrel lines somehow. We're all the rats." Sort of far fetched, don't
c·oncern the future. (We do not believe it is over- thanking high heaven for our female you think, his "Link-in" the slaves and
martyrs, and also the martyrs, for their those rats all in one breath-? Nice··cat,
work.)
Our message is: wake up, see what the IEA noble support. They certainly felt hon- though, that feline emancipator.
.
-.
ored in lending their humble support
program stands for, then help put it across.
-if such was the case. This fellow 1 • • • your fnends gush over the Movie,
Romeo and Juliet? Then listen to
Going on simultaneously with the Minstrel show last Wingler is deucedly clever.
us- it's remarkable! Magnificant! We
Thursday was a talk on mora3.s aJt Industrial Arts building.
think it the best movie yet. Even
... the dope on the Pem. Hall Wash- Copperfield must take second place. It's
ing
Ball? It .was to start at 9 o'clock our choice for the prize movi'e of the
'Scholarships, Not Battleships-'
but the basketball game lasted until year 1937, come what may. Norma
"Give us scholarships-not battleships," was 10:15. Anxi'ous swains dog-trotted
the cry of 2600 youths last Saturday in a march on home in all directions in order to Shearer proved herself queen of
cinemactresses with that performance.
the W-hite House and a sit-down strike on the lawn. change into fitting apparel for the It far surpasses· Elizabeth Bergner's As
Echoing the sentiment of youth ~11 ove ~ the _nation, hop. Arriving between 10:30 and 11 You Like It and Max Reinhardt's Mid.the group was attempting to gam presl?entlal SUI~ o'clock, they all rendered very soul summer Night's Dretam. Leslie Howard
port for the Lundeen bill which would give an addi- stirring alibis for their tardiness. But definitely placed himself miles above
lo! the band was not there and did the Clark Gable level. Read this and
tional $500,000 NY A fund.
.
not arrive untl about twelve.
weep, if you didn't see it, or watch for
The President did not pledge his support, but
it
at surrounding towns.
let a group of ·delegates know later in the day that
. . . anything about Wayne JUillior, son
he favored the proposal.
.
. .
of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne P. Hughes? He ... that the new Health Ed Building
The Lundeen bill is extensive, providmg for
knows all the answers-but one. When will have a cement cast figure of an
aid to needy high school, vocational and lib~ral arts told by his father, the other day, to athlete on each corner of the main encolleg-e students, with support by trade umons and pick up his toys (Wayne is but folll' trance, and porcelain cuspidors around
educational organizations.
years of age), he put the question: the main playing floor?

••• urges that we array our intramural champs in
the style of costume here portrayed, believes Glen
Cooper, staff artist. Rumors of nudism or its
equivalent in the Cracker-box, though not coun·
tenanced in most circles, have produced the sug·
gestion. We recommend it for Fidelis if they win
tonight, for the Phi Sigs if they don't lose.

Nudism in lntramusalsOne of the most shocking exce sse s of this
ultra-sophisticated age went unchallenged af
Eastern for two months, till finally, on Februa:y
18, Thursday last, the flaming cross of cru ade
was borne into our midst and we ceased to char.ge
S\v ea t shirts on the intram ural playing floor.
One more of the demoralizing influences o~
the old gym is thus nipped in the bud. Lack ot
dressing space once forced intramural teams. to
chano·e their one set of green and black sh_tris
from sweatmg backs to dry backs right b~fore
the shamed eyes of Hall ladies who somettmes
drop in to w itne ss their heroe s run back and forth.
Now the boys go back into a sheltered corner and'
change.
The News he~rtily applauds this reform. The
school was becommg too unaware of the fine
social niceties. Why only two years ago whe~
Indiana State was playing here · one of the boys
absent-mindedly loosene d his belt and let his playing pan~s drop to the floor! To be sure, he thought
at the tlme they were sweat pants, but it just goes
to show.
If you saw the Minstrel Show Thursday night, you
won't be interested in our luke-warm chatt.er.

DeKalb Comments... on Our Junior Exams (from The Northern)
A test given to juniors and seniors at Charleston Teachers this year for the first time has revealed that o nly a very small portion of the stud ents given the te st were able to pass it with sufficiently high sco re s to perm it the m, in th•e opinion
of the English department of t hat school, to do
their student teaching effectively. Thus the need
for justification of all educational procedure by
testing of results is once more demonstrated with
shocking clarity. We must cease to assume effecti veness in teaching, and we must soon recogniu
that teaching without effectiveness is without
value.

The Soap Box-- Invites students and faculty members
to voice their opinions on topics concerned with college life. Please limit
letters to 150 words . .. also sign same

Dear Soap Box:
This spring more things will be stolen than in t~e w~
ter quarter if the college doesn't start a drive agamst It.
And everyone knows what a nuisance and real loss petty
tt.ievery "'as last frtll. Overcoats, hats, overshoes, gloves,
notebooks, books, pens, pencils and many other things are
taken from unlocked lockers, coat racks and even desks
or study tables.
_ .
Eastern is in danger of becoming known as tne nome
of "Light Fingered Harrys." We ~ave to w~tch even note~
book paper and ink bottles. Nothmg that 1s small enoug
to carry is safe. Fortunately, there are no piano movers
in Eastern.
e
Why the - - do we have to put up w!.th it? Th
far;ulty can't stop it. Men's Union or. Women:s Lcae~~
can't stop it. Night watchmen and jamtors cant stop .
. .1.1zed, more senstThe only people who can are we, the ClVl
can
ble people in Eastern. With 100% co-operat 1·on we· will
make 'it so unsafe for the gu'l.lty persons that there
be no more stealing.
Box, by Max Kin9·
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Shantytown Flatfoot

rofessor

bg the

Margaret Highland
and Sam Tap/or

Traffic Director at Eastern's booming suburb is Elmer, college commentator.

Dear Elmiree:
I would like to know who instagrated
all this improperganda about shootin
the cracker box. If it hadna been for
me breakin the handle of my razor
when I was a shavin on account of me
having a abuntage of chin stubbles, I
would of been a witnesser. I got up
early Saturday and incidentially I noticed that the south end of the girls
dromedary was still intack.
I got a inkle that some of the teachers around this education foundation
! is gittin cold feet. Anyway, they went
down south to a summer resort or they
went down there as a last resort. With
exams comin on, I'm thinkin I had better have went along. I reckon we wont
git a spring vacation atall.
Some body broke through my wall
Before: "Would I were a glove upon of pearseless defense last Thursday and
my lady's hand."
inwiggled m e to go to another one of
them
survey lectures coincidential
After: "There you go dropping them
with the going up of the new buildthings again."
ing. I understand it was to be a cultural lecture but I guess he just meant
The Cracker-box is dead! Long live it for a lecture.
the Cracker-boxers.
I went to a party where all the girls
was barred, too. The food was good
Last minute revision of one of our but I didn't understand many of the
most popular quips: "Quack and then jokes in the minstrel.
-Elmer.
duck."

l

Normal?
15. Is the Cracker-Box full
of
crumbs?
16. Which do the hall girls like
best, T's or X 's?
17. What is the "ism" in journalism?
18. Is Dr. MacGregor Scotch?
19. Which is
correct:
intra-or
infra-mural?
20. What type of mind has Dean
Beu?
Think twice before you answer!
The following are not the correct
answers:
1. Who you think, for there are no
more at home like her.
2. Because he built the bridge at
Trowbridge.
3. A Pem Hall girl.
4. Neither.
5. Have You Heard?
6. When Dr. Sey'mour stops talking.
7. Yes.
8. Cottingham.
9. If you want to throw Rice.
10. Thirty-six.
11. His name wasn't Kelly.
12. Twice the number of square
heads.
13. The Cultural Survey
Series
hasn't taken in anyone yet.
1903.

Pledges are not called crumbs.
His name begins with R.
"Isms" just a itti-bitti writer.
Burgundy.

Mr. Angus may have some speed
nwrchants on his cross country team,
but we heard about a fellow who was
so fast he scoGped up a vest pocket
full of dust every time he turned the
cm·ner.

High -Tailers

$200,000 CONTEST PRIZES FOR EVERYBODY BUT YOU
Prof. Colseybur·s
"ASR ME ANOTHER CONTEST"-NO DEADLINE!
This Contest Goes On For~ver!
No cellophane 'but always fresh! We paid $10,000 for this slogan. But we
wm pay $200,000 in prizes to everybody but you for the correct answers to the
following questions. No dictionary is•- - · necessary. No experience or education II 19. "Infra" a helluva fight.
is required . Anyone who wasn't born
20. Dean's mind.
yesterday has a chance. All members of
the N ews staff, as well as those on proNary, Nary, Quite Contradictory'
bation, are eligible to comp~te . Drop I went to get an education
your answers, including your name, And found there only vegetation.
telephone number, and the names of Cabbage heads and turnips old;
the fraternal organizations to which Moss and weeds so manifold.
you belong, into the News' box not lat- The market place was lively, yes,
ter than midnight nor earlier than 5:30 In spite of all its foppishness.
a. m. any working day during the re- The grey old turnips piped a tun,e,
mainder of the school year. Each list "Sequences, sir, 'twill soon be June."
must be accompanied by Ole Poker The moss and weeds were spread about
\
Face's by-line: When the gong sounds, Enjoying
old age talk of gout.
the Bulova is over. Positively no an- The cabbage heads were fine and
swers will be returned.
Who knows?
greenYou may b~ the lucky one.
They were there just to be seen.
1. Who is the prettiest girl in the The squashes oozed from morn till
fresl)man class and how many more at
.night
home are there like her?
Filled with extra-curricular delight.
2. Why is the Trowbridge Troubador The beans were jumping here and there
A part of every bill-of-fare.
so called?
The
carrots he~d the very nation
3. Who named the Fidelis?
Was
in danger of stagnation.
4. Which is easier to say aloud, Ike
The
lettuce
leafed around a bit,
Wingler or Ike Stroud?
A
joyous
old
Shakespearian wit.
5. For what did Issac Walton Morris
The
pumpkins
said the world was
fish?
sallow
6. When do you Seymour of the
And the young folks surely shallow.
Coleman?
The peas were happy in their pod,
7. Where was Marvin Upton born?
8. Who wrote Cottingham's Sat- Thanks to F. D. R. and God.
urday Night?
9. Does Juanita Brown?
We're on the level, but the Education
10. How many brothers has Don department is on the levee.
C.a.vins?
11. Who first said: "Slide, Kelly,
slide?" Joe K!elly, Mary Jane Kelly OT
J im Michael?
12. How many square feet in The
Little Campus?
13. How many counties does The
Cultural Survey Series take in?
14. In what year did Eastern beat

upon the idea of ma.n ufacturing water
\vings with holes in them, for peopl.e who can 'a lready swim. Gurgle! r

Kangaroo Tales

COLSEYBUR' S

Last Trump

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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"No Cellophane but Always Fresh."

When the gong sounds, the Blli.ova is
over.
Signed: Ole Poker Face.

.

FREE BOWLING

.
I
I

THURSDAY AFTERNOONS
Other afternoons until
6 p. m.-10c
COLES COUNTY

1

B ernard E. Alexa.nder, Manager

1

AlW"aAy-s the Best Line of
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Phone 531

\ BOWLING ALLEYS

CHARLESTON FRUIT
STORE
-~

COME TO THE ..••.

LINCOLN A VENUE GROCERY
-for the best b~rgains in groceries and
school supplies.
Just 1 Block East of Oampus

RAlLPH BAILS, Mt,o-r.

WERDEN'S GROC.

I

is a good place to trade when
once you've tra-ded ther.e.
Just off the South Side Sq. on 6th

til~
~
~trf(~~~

Welton's Shoe Shop

WORD for it ONCE that

A . Head Start Into •••
1."1\1\l '-.l

try
Laffy- ettes:
1
We've all heard about the absentminded professor who poured the
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16
syrup on his back ·a nd sera tched his
pancake, but the one who worries us
poured the oatsup on his shoe and
tied his spaghetti . . . Then there's
LADIESthe inve ntive minde d prof who oame \

You'll Only Have to Take OUR

A certain facu!ty m ember got two
dollars for a talk and had to give one
dollar of it for taxi service. Who says
teachers don't believe in democracy?

~',

It Can't Happen Here!
(No:e to the editor : T his should Here I lie upon my bed.
h av.e be-:on called the "Coffin Column" My mouth is dry, Oh! what a head,
because Hearst will prob'ly pick it up. My m uscles ache, my feet are sore,
'Tis the morning after ·the night before .
•
To whom it may concern . . . . we
know it's awfully cold, but we could
Can't taste my food; I have no pep,
still use a few more fans.
Spent all my dough, and lost my rep
Rritical Komments on this column Just let m e sleep. I sure feel bad
But gee !-what a time I must have
we have r eceived in the past week :
h ad.
Joill.n D. '&ockefeller-"YOIU're just
wasting your "dime."
A beautiful thought of the day: And
Henry Ford and family-"lt's lousyas the aroma of the fresh pre-spring
in fact, 'V8' it."
Sally R a,nd - "-like my costume, air drifted upward toward the realms
of our nostrils, we glanced down and
there's nothing to it."
splattered
J~k Benny-(Didn't comment, just beheld the remains of a
s.howed his appreciation by sending us fishing worm squirming about in sections on the sidewalk. Yes, spring
a box of ras pberry Jello.)
(that romantic season of the year) is
We happen .t o know a fellow who is nearly here!
so stingy that he talks through his
nose to save the wear and tear on
For Up-to-Date.
his false t-eeth.
SHOE REPAIRING

~

GABARDI

Flattering, in an ankle strap
sandal! ••• Stunning, in a wing.
front pump! •• .'Two of our
new~st arrivals.

$

30

..

........

A softer, mor e natural
permanent wave. Just
a flick of the comb and
your hair looks right.

/~ ~~l

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
815 MONROE

PHONE 1501

Now is ·the time ....
to have your
APPLICATION PHOTOS
takf.'n at

Sanders Studio
Photographs with Character

for

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING

PHONE 283

The facilities of this Hotel are available

Chocolate Dipped

Coffee Sho,p -Private Dining Room
-Banquet Room

Virginia Peanuts
20cpound

''BOB HILL''
602 JACKSON ST.

Special Menus ~Sunday and Holidays
May We Serve You?

HOTEL U.S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois

A&G SHOE MART
SMARTEST STYLES

GREATEST VALUES
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Miss G. Hendrix Prof. Colseybur Speaks on Newspaper 'Racket' Dean of Faculty
Collaborates on -•
•
- Releases Quarter
Prof. S~ys Radio Has
Journalist Lectures
£ XQ m SC he dU l e
Geometry Text Writes Math Text Jou~nalism
K1lled 'Scoop' m Newspaper
Writing; D-efines Styles.

By Robert Easton
"The new text," said Miss Gertrude
Hendrix, member of lthe Eastern math
department, "is Plane Geometry and
Its Reasoning, written in collaboration with Mr. Harry C. Barbour, of
English high school, Boston, Massachusetts, and is expected to be
ready for use early in September. The
material is now in the hands of the
publishers, Harcourt,
Brace
and
Company; and I received the first
galley-proof a little more than a week
ago."
"How does your book differ from
others now in use?" we asked Miss
Hendrix.
Gives 8 Characteristics of Text
"The chief characteristics are these,'
the author replied: "(1) The presentation of proof as 1a game,-'If you
know this is .t rue, can you be certain
of that?' (2) new introduction of superposition; (3) an understanding of .t he
part th~t assumptions play in the
fcundation of reasoning; ( 4) a plan
of attack upon origmals; (5) the interweaving of plane geometry .a nd trigonometry; (6) a reduction by half in
the number of theorems so th~t the
sequence of argument is not biroken;
(7) new teratment of irrational numbers and an explanation of how such
numbers come .t o life to show the re1ations of geometric figures-th.is being the most important discovery of
the Greek mathematicians; (8) the
part that measurement plays in geometry.
"These and additional minor characteristics," said Miss Hendlix, "differentiate our book, we believe, from
the typical geometry text.
Hope for Samples Sometime Soon
"We hope befor·e the end of the
school year to be .able to send out
sample copies of some of .t he 315 pages
of the complete text, which will be
ready for use in the fall.
"By the way," Miss Hendrix added,
"It is a high school text."
"And shall you use it in your work
here?" we .asked.
"I think not," was her answer; "but
I shall still teach the principles in
wl1ich I believe-and they are in the
new book."
- - - I l ll i T e - - -

U of I Opens Movie ..
Appreciation Course
The University of Illinois has established a course in esthetic .appreciation of the movies, pointing out that
they exercise .a tremendous influence
upon the tastes and sentiments of the
lleople, and are almost ·t he only esthetic
eA.-periences in which many persons engage voluntarily. Officially desig~ted
as "English 58,"' the course should be
highly popular with the undergraduates. :With membership limited to 50,
one oan foresee a long waiting list. The
students do their reserurch work a.t :the
show at night. Their laboratory fee
comes out of their own pockets each
time they attend. One can picture a
boy with his lab partner, probably a
girl, holding hands during a lab period. Or Junior writes a letter home
asking for more money because of the
high lab fees. Olr a.g1a.in it might be
this way: "Ignore request for check.
Just received $300 scholarship in English 58--.the Palace theatre bank night
award.''
---EIIITc---

AREN'T flowers just as beautiful
all the time as on special occasionsand just as well appreciated too?
Form the flower habit-and
the
habit of phoning 'Maurie' Carrol for
them. Phone 39 - Next door W.
Union.

Miss Gertrude Hendrix

JACK-THE-PEEPER DOES
NOT PEEP AT WINDOW,
BUT EXCITES PEMITES

I

The clock struck twelve, the lights
flashed out and the nightwatchman slowly made his way down the
corridor of the third floor in Pemberton Hall.
In room fifty-four two girls lay
quietly in their beds.
Suddenly
Reba Goldsmith exclaimed, "What
is that noise? There's a man coming through the window." Her
roommate, Mary Rankin screamed
and ran out into the corridor. Doors
opened all up and down the hall and
girls rushed out to see what had
happened.
"Reba is still in there and a nnan
is coming in through the window,"
Mary cried frantically.
Several
girls peered in cautiously, preparing
for the worst, but they could not see
Reba. Finally the lights were turned on and she was discovered hiding in the closet.
She came out and laughingly said,
"It was only a joke."
---EIS"I"c---

Ashley Begins lA
Tours in Mattoon
Dr. Lawrence F. Ashley, head of the

Industrial Arts Department, made the
first of a series of planned visits ~to
industri'al art.s shops ·i n this section
when he visited the shops of three
schools in Mattoon Thursday af·t ernoon, Flebruaa-y 18. He visited the
Mattoon high school • under Junior Hohn ~and two grade school shops
under Kenneth Wilson, an alumnus of
this school. Mr. Wilson has dr-awn the
plans to be followed in a W!PA project whereby one of his shops in the
school >basement is to be transformed
iuto a well equipped modern shop.
"These trips," reports Dr. Ashley,
"a.re for the pw·pooe of seeing what is
being done in this section of the state
ln the way of industrial arts and what
can be done to improve the situation
so .far as industrial arts teaching is
concerned. I will make a trip each
Thursday afternoon a.nd will be glad
-to ~be accompanied by any industrial
arts student free at this time."
Dr. Ashley plans to cover the rurea
bounded by Bana on the west, Tuscola
on the north, the state line on the
east, .and Oblong on the south. As a
follow up of this survey he invites superintendents to consult 1and plan with,
him the building of new shops.

I

•HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR

HATS
COATS

with service above
standard.

DRESSES

NEWELL'S

SPORT.S WEAR

SERVICE STATION
CORNER TENTH and LINCOLN

The examination schedule for the
winter quarter has been released by
Dean F. A. Beu in final form. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, March 3, 4,
and 5 will be occupied solely by final
exams. Registration for the spring
quarter is scheduled for Monday, March

I

8.

Mr. Franklyn L. Andrews

TEACHERS, TAKE HEED!
Notice to all students registered
for practice teaching for the
Spring quarter:
On Registration Day, Monday,
March 8, all student teachers
will meet for a conference with
the training teachers at 2:00 p.
m. (or some other hour as designated by the training teacher). They will meet with Dr. W.
W. Cook at 4 o'clock in Room 6.
Between now and the close of
the winter quarter they should
spend as much time as possible
visiting the classes they will
teach in the spring.
tme in foreign newspapers today. However, in our modern newspaper the
w.hele story :is told in the first sentenoe with the details in the following
par~graphs.
The modern news story
has been defined as "literature in a
hurry."
Democracy's Big Brother
'The newspaper may be said to be
democracy's big brother," quoted Mr.
Andrews, "For as the government is I
for the people, not the people for the
government, so is the newspaper for
the people, not the people for the newspaper. Our democratic government is
still of the people, for the people, and
by the people. The newspaper is also
of the people for the people, and by J
the people." '

I

A. G.

MUSIC

WHITE
PLUMBING & HEATING
COMPANY
Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work.

PHONE 295
Clive Dick, Mgr.

•---------------1

Dishes
Cutlery
Paints
Kitchenware

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 492

DRESS

BURBECK

ELECTRIC & RADIO CO.

Headquarters for
Electrical Appliances, Fixtures
ana
Complete Radlo Service
604 6th St.
PHONE 474

Welcomes You!
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
quality we have. Every item of high grade and
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
the girl.
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render
service at all times. Expert operator.

•

Examinations are held in the class
room unless otherwise specified. The
schedule is as follows:
Wednesday, 8 to 9:45-.Phys. Educ.
31, English 26, All Chemistry 31, English 44, Chemistry 34, Art 31, II Pen.
20, Sociology 44, Geography 20, Latin
47. Physics 35, Education 24, Ind. Arts
28, Ind. Arts 68, Music 21. 9:50 to
11: 35-All 9:50 classes unless otherwise
assigned in this schedule, all Bota.ny
21 classes. 1:00 to 2:45-All History 34
and 38 in the Assembly Room, History
47, 44, French 44, Chemistry 44, Botany 31. 2:50 to 4:35-All Education 21,
31 in the Assembly Room, Speech 31,
French 34, Foods 44, Art 44, Education
45, P. E. 46, Clhemistry 51, Botany 20,
English 36 (both sections).
Thursday, 8 to 9:45-All 8:55 classes
unless1 otherwise assigned, aJl Zoology 21 classes, Zoology 31. 9:50 to 11:35
-All 10:45 dasse unless otherwise assigned. 1 :00 to 2 : 45-All 1 :00 classes
unless otherwise assigned, all Physics
31 classes. 2:50 to 4:35-All Physics 31
classes.
Friday, 8:00 to 9:45-rAll Hygiene 20
in Assembly Room. 9:50 to 11:45-All
Arithmetic 21 in Assembly Room, all
Algebra 32 in Assembly !Room. 1:00 to
2: 45------All I Penmanship 20, all classes
conflicting at other times.
There will be no English 21 examinations.

FROM
MEL
HARDWARE

Sporting Goods
Flashlights
Student Lamps
Light Bulbs

98c

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
DRESS GOODS

Standard Oil
Products

By' J. Rice and L. Kincaid
"Like the eight professors who have
proceeded nne in this culture survey
series, I stand in awe of the immenseness of my subject, 'The Newspapers in
Modern Life'", said Mr. Andrews, alias
"Professor Colseybur," as he began his
talk last Thursday afternoon. To give
an idea of the size of his topic Mr.
Andrews compared its size with that of
the large cow which stood with her
front feet in the Gulf of Mexico, her
back feet in Alaska, and brushed the
Aurora Borealis with her tail.
Radio Has KEled the 'Scoop!
The "Scoop" of newspaper writing
is a thing of the past, pointed out Mr.
Andrews. Today we listen to the news
reports broadcast over the radio. The
next day we read about it in the newspapers. We listened to President
Roosevelt's inaugural address and the
next morning we had the full text of
his speech in the newspapers. News is
no longer "hot" when the newspaper
reaches our homes. The radio has eliminated the scoop, leaving the newspapers to verify the news that has already been broadcast.
"The newspaper is no longer a nnolder of public opinion," stated Mr. Andrews, "The early newspapers did have
a definite influence on public opinion
regarding current questions, especially
during political campaigns. That such
is no longer true is obvious when one
observes the result of the last presidential election, and the support of the
large newspapers."
'Papers Just Another Big Business'
Mr. Andr·ews also went into the business side of the journalistic profession ~and showed how newspapers ·a re
just another big business fighting for
a living. Thei.r main business, he
stated, is adve11tising. Some newspapers specialize on 1a ppealing to .a large
quantity of readers. Their goal is to
continually increase their circulation,
enabling them to c:b:arg.e ·a hlgher rate
for their advertising. Other newspapers try to make their ~ppeal to a
higher quality of readers for the sanne
purpose.
"What 1·s n ews.?" as k ed "Pro f Colseybur," "News has been defined as
anything new which is interesting.
News must be unusual and out of the
ordinary. If a dog bites a man, that
it not news, but if a man bites a dog,
that is news. Today it is almost necessary for a man to bite an elephant
in order to get out-of-the-ordinary
news." Mr. Andrews illustrated the
different styles of writing news stories.
In .t he early papers, he showed, the
news story was written in 1a flowery
language, using many adjectives and
abstract descriptive terms. The climax
of the news story was at the end, as
i:.1 1any other story. The same thing is

ALEXANDER'S

Fancies, plain blues and whites. All with the non-wilt collar.
Requires no starch. Fancies in stripes, checks, light and dark
shades. All are fully shrunk. Sizes 14 to 17.

SOc
NECKWEAR
New Spring

New Spring

ANKLETS

25c
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Players Engage Dick Shelton Miss Ellington Gives
Theater Party Sat.
For Annual
Formal
Friday
Nite
---.____________________________
Betty J a ne Ewing Will Act a s
Dance Chairman; Committ ee
Plans Novel Decorations.
Dick Shelton's twelve piece Univers:ty of Illinois band will play at the
Players Annu al formal dance Friday
night from 9:30 to 1 o'clock. "Shelton's previous appearances her·e have
proven very popul·a r ," says Josephine
Thomas, .P layer president, "as he plays
the type of swing music that appeals
to collegians."
Novel decorations are being planned
by G1en Coop er, chairman of the decoration committee. The Greek comic
and trag.ic m asks, sy.mbols of dr ama,
will form ·t he principal theme.
Committee h eads are: Violet Podest a,
invitations; Gene Lederer, ticket sales;
Glenn Coler, decorations. Betty Jane
Ewing is general chairman.
Chaperons are Pres. and Mrs. R. G.
Buzzard, Dean and Mrs. H . F. Heller ,
Dean C. Favour Stilwell, Miss Win.nrl.e
D. Neely, Dr. a nd Mrs. J. G lenn Ross,
and Dr. and Mrs. Quincy G. Burris.
Tickets for the dance go on sale
today. Admission .is $1.10 per couple.
---EIST'c----

Phi Sig Frat F-etes
20 at Open House

PI

ayer

D

ance

PI

anner

Eighty Dance at Fidelis Holds Open
r;r7
h . t B ll House Saturday Eve
rr as zng on a

Miss Lena B. Ellington entertained
with a theatre party on Saturday evening, February 20, in honor of Ben
Winter and his house guest, James
Youn t, of Chicago. Folowing the
movie, refreshments were served at
Miss Ellington's a partment on Seventh
Street.
Those present Vier e : Misses Lena B.
Ellington, Mary Hawkins, Mary Widger, Nina Tefft; Messrs. Ben Winter,
J am es Yount, Robert Thomas, and
Donald Smith.
---EosTc

M ISS CAR MEN E TERTA INS
F O U R TEA CHING STU DE TS
--Miss R t h a
t t . ed h
u
arm:n en er am
er
studen t teach ers With .a t heater pa,rty
T~esday, Febr~ary 16. Guests were
l\:lSSes K ather me Shores, H elen J~nes,
Evelyn Carruth ers and Mr. Dale Wmg1"'.
t d t t
h
. En I' h
d
1
.' s u . en v ' eao ers In
g lS : an
MIS~ Alloe Reynolds and June Richey,
La tm tea-chers.
'v

I
I

Surrounded by silhouettes of men of
the revolutionary period, eighty Pem
Hall girls and their guests danced to
the music of Les Sheppard and his orchestra, Friday, February 19. Streamers carried out the color scheme of
black, white and red. All decorations
were intended to honor George Washington's birth anniversary.
The chaperons were: Dr. and Mrs.
Kevin Guinagh and Dr. and Mrs. C. H.
Coleman. The general chairman was
Margaret Owens with co-chairman
Violet Podesta. Minnetta Phelps was
c~aitman of. decorations, w~th a comm1ttee of Misses Betty RICe, Nancy
Harding, Jane Hall, Jean Roettger, Jo
Moulton, Mary McCaughey, Martha
H llad
I
M t·
M ·
H f
anon
u o
ay, rene ar 1n,
fer , Mary Rankin, Reba Goldsmith,
Mary M. Chaney, Mildred Summers,
Vir<Mnia Gere Ola Jordan E 1 L fo•
,
,
ve yn a
ferty, Marjorie Gosne~l and Lucille
Abbee.

Fidelis held its second party of the
winter term Saturday evening from S
to 12 o'clock. Dancing tand bridge
were featured ente:ntainment.
Refreshments were served.
Mr. and il\II.rs. G. •P. Lantz and Dr.
and Mrs. Donald R. Alter were chap!
erons.

I

Jim Stahl and Joe Kelly were cochairmen for the affair. The refreshments of chocolate sundaes and cookies were prepared by L. K. Voris.
Fifteen couples were present, including alumni members Lloyd Thudium
and George Wyeth with Katherine
Hall and Minetta Phelps. Margaret
Snyder, a graduate of Eastern in 1934,
was also a guest.

THE LINCOLN INN
25c-DINNERS-35c
Choice of Everything on the l\lenu
Hamburger 5c, Hot .C offee

Groceries, Meats, Fruits and VegeMiss Erma Corman, chairman of retables,
Ice Cream, School Supplies,
freshments, was assisted by her comG IVE T H E A TER P A RTY
Fountain Drinks
mittee composed of Misses Jean Ragan,
D. T. FREELAND
Miss Winnie Neely and Miss Nan- Jane Landenberger, Peggy Fellis, Kath- l PHONE 73
706 LINCOL.~
eryn
Powell
and
Marion
Freeman.
nilee Saunders entertained Miss Lena
~-----------------------J
Ellin gton and Mrs. E th el Awty with a
dinnm and theater paa:ty · Tues day,
Febr ua ry 16.
---EISTc---

BETTY JANE EWING

Units Hold Four
Meets Last Tf1 eek

Unit 13 m et on Tuesday, Februar y
16,
at 6:30 with t he president , Sarah
The Phi Sig fraternity held t h eir secFredenberger,
in charge. A chili supond house party of the year Sat urday
per
was
serv·
e
d, .:following which sevevening. About twenty members and
·eral
of
t
he
group
attended "Romeo and
their guests were present.
Juliet."
The evening was spent pla ying bridge
Unit 15 met on Friday, Fe bruary 19,
and Keano. Lunch, consisting of hot at the home of Elizabeth Widger, 1531
chocolate and sandwiches, was served Third street. Plans for future meetings
at 11 :0(} p. m.
of t he unit were discussed. RefreshGuests for the evening were: Mr. m ents were s erved a,t the close of t h e
and Mrs. Gilbert Carson and Mr. m eeting.
and Mrs. Franklyn Andrews.
Unit 7 will m eet on Tuesda y, Febru---EISTc---ary 23, a t 7:30 a;t 1427 Nint h street
w1th the president, Joan Hunter, in
Mrs.
charge. Miss Helen Oharley, instructor
a li Charleston High school will t alk on
, "Style.s-..How to Keep in."
Mrs. E. L. Stover en tertained with
Unit 16 will meet on Tuesday, F eba luncheon in honor of Mrs. J ohn ruary 23, at 638 Division street at 7 :30.
wendell Ward of Chicago at her Contract bridge will be the main dihome at 1556 Four th str eet on Feb- version of the evening.
ruary 17.
ElsT·c--GuestS present besides the guest of
HUGHES£ E TERT IN
honor were : Mrs. Lawrence F. Ashley, Mrs. Eugene Asbury, Mrs. W. J .
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne P. Hughes gave
Awty, Miss Edith Levake, Miss Ruth
a sev·en o'clock supper at their home
carman, and Miss Blanche Thomas.
Sunday evening. The guests were DT.
- - - E I ST c - - - and Mrs. Glenn H. Seymour, Mr. and
THUT ENTERT IN AT
Mrs. Walter M. Scruggs, and Mr. and
BRIDGE S TURD Y EVE Mrs. Bain Winter.

For Social Functions

- - - - E I S T C:- - - - -

,BEN WI N TER VISITS
Ben Winter, formerly of Charleston and now employed by the Continental Casualty Assurance Company of Chicago, spent the week-end
h er e visit ing friends and relatives.

.... BE SURE AND ORDER
YOUR CAKES FROM THE

IDE A L

North Side Square

BAKERY

PHONE 1500

Stover Honors
Out-of-Town Guest

•

My

WATCH
IS
S L0 W

~====-~

- - - - E I S T C : - --

Dr. and Mrs. Hir am Thut gave a
7:45 bridge party Saturday evening
at which there were twenty guests.
Five tables were in play. Mrs. Wayne
P. Hughes held high score while Dr.
J. T. Belting received the floating
prize.
Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Wayn e
P. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Craig, Dr.
and Mrs. Verwiebe, Dr . a nd Mrs. J. T .
Belting, Mr. and Mrs. Walter M.
Scruggs, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Weir, Dr.
and Mrs. W. W . Cook, Dr. and Mrs.
William Hite and Miss Haniet Love.

F

CULTY CLUB MEETS

Mrs. Hobart Heller was hostess to
the Faculty Wives bridge club Tuesday, February 16. At one-thirty a desse-rt course was served, following which
four tables of bridge were in play.

trains on the railroad fly with it.

It is a fre q uen t com p liment for watches and clocks
to be set according to the passage of the trains.

---O< I ,.T'C----

AREN'T flowers just as beautiful
all the time as on special occasionsand just as well appreciated too?
Form the flower habit - and the
habit of phoning 'Maurie' Carrol for
them. Phone 39 Next door W .
Union.

Yet the ye ars are constantly requiring new schedules to
meet the accelerated tempo of modern business. Passengers
today must m e asure their miles by their minutes, and freight
must travel at what used to be good passenger-train speed.

- - - E isT· c -- -

II
MI CH EL GIVE T •
FOR F ORMER INSTRUCTOR
Mrs. Elizabeth Michael h onored Miss
Florenre Litchfield with a tea, at her
apartment, Sunday af·t ernoon.
Invited guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Ross, Mr and Mrs. Kevin Guinagh, Misses Nannilee Saunders, Winnie Neely, Mary Thompson, E th el Hanson, and Roberta Poos.

The Illinois Central's streamline Green Diamond, for

YOU W ILL BE-

more than interested in the
Accident I nsurance policy that
you can get with your

Louis and Chicago in 590 minutes, including stops. The

T H E CIDCAGO DAILY NEWS
Inquire of

MS-1 (Merchandise Special, a freight) reaches Memphis

EDGAR BELL, EI '40

overnight from Chicago, after several stops, covering the

for p a rticulaors
205 LINCOLN
PHONE 1103

527 miles in 830 minutes.

example, makes its daily 588-mile round-trip between St.

Other trains are proportionately speeded.

TWO NEW GENERAL CABS

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

YELLOW CAB CO.
Day and Night Service

PAINTS, WALL iPAPER

TELEPHONE 220

and GLASS

N. E. COR. SQUARE

The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow

NEW PARTY GOODS

419 6th St.

Telephone 993

present demands is a chal"'-..

lenge to railway stamina and

'tt~~-,.

resourcefulness. It is hearten-

~~tlb:::~,..

ing to observe how capably
"'<:; :;:;:~::::,\::\;:;:~::::,~~,,~~that challenge is being met.

To meet new needs in new ways,
but with never a sacrifice of
ancient virtues-that, I believe,
is the greatest achievement to
which the railroads can today lay
claim. Speed is fine, but it is at its
best when backed by the safety,
comfort and dependability of
railway experience.

~

• • • • •

are arrivin g daily, including Place Cards, Tallies, Playing Cards
and Gifts. Also complete line of new Greeting Cards.

KING

To maintain schedules under

REMINDER •••

BROTHERS

BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
PHONE 428

MAGAZINE '
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Ross' Debaters Prepare for Two Tournaments Eastern
Plays Host
Inman Succeeds
To Annual lA Confo
B tt
p
,

- ,-

--. .

His Teams Face Test

Me':' s, w~~en s Teams Face
F1rst Dec1s1on Debates of Year;
Manchester Is First.

-Eastern debaters will journey to
Manchester, Indiana, this week-end oo
participa;te in Manchester college's
seventh invitational deba,te tournament. This is the largest debate meet
in the middle west. One hundred fUty
teams will represent colleges from six
states: Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, Dlinois, and Wisconsin. Some
of the larger universities, such as In.diana, Purdue, Chicago and Notre
Dame, w.ill be present. This is the
first year that Eastern has pa.r ticipated in the Manchester tournament. Two
Dr. J. Glenn Ross
men's teams and two women's teams __
will make the trip. James Rice, Glen
Sunderman, Lloyd Kincaid , R eb a G 0 ld 0
OUn y
S
smith, Grace Kortwn, Betty Rice and
Juanita .Brown are the debaters m aking up those teams.
(Continued from Page 1)
There will be six rounds of debates;
three rounds Friday and three rounds clnded in the league are TO, CHS (both
Saturday.
of Charleston), Lerna, Rardin, oakThis tournament is the first de- , land, Ashmore and Humboldt. Matcision meet in which Eastern has e~- tc1on high school is expected to enter
gaged this year. Each college w1ll soon. The school men present at th{:!
fUTnish one judge for every two teams initial meeting Thursday were H. E.
from that college. Dr. Ross and Dr. Greer and E. B. Armer of Humboldt,
Alter will act as judges for Eastern. s. w. Glillespie of Charleston City
---o:•n
high school, Irl Schuyler of Lerna,
John G. Powers of Rardin, R. L. Boblenz of Oakland, L. F. Fulwiler of Oakland and Mr. Van Horn. 0. H. Te-Yault of Ashmore, though not presDr. J. Glenn Ross and his four wo- ent, signified his willingness to commen debaters returned from an ex- ply with the actions of the deLegation.
tended northern trip late Saturday
Mr. Van Horn stated in an internight, having met teams from four .
Illinois colleges and visiting their VlovW Fn~ay ~hat the spmt of the
.
re a whole thing IS ·t o promote good felfirst cooperative grocery sto ,
1
h'
d f . d hi
h .
good example of those on which they 1ows lp an
nen s P •a mong sc 0 1
ar
men as well as among the schools. Al.
have b een d e b a t mg a11 ye .
.
DeKalb was the scene of their pre- tbough some of the smaller school~ Will
t ts on Thu r sday ni' ght . not have so good a chance to wm as
. .
11mmary con es
, debaters the larger ones, we want them to take
Prof essor G us Campb elles
,
.
.
·d
e of the part m every.thmg. Of course the
wh o a 1ways prov1 e som
b . f 0
· t·
· th t th
·
1
state's stiffest competition, met Grace asiS
~~mza wn ~ .~ b e wm~
Kortum, Reba Goldsmith, Juanita !ler 0t each o~namen Wldl
e ~amhe
.
ce
m·
two
debates
coun
Y
c
ampwn
tregar
ess
0.1
ow
Brown, a nd BettY Rl
.
many teams enter each type of
combefore a large college aud1ence.
t't' ,
1
At eieven o'clock the next morning pe Ion.
Lake Forest college's first w~~e~ ~e- , Other men befo~e ~.r. Van ~orn
bate teams received their m1tmt10n h av·e seen the desn~ability of a Coles
at the hands of EI speakers in Lake county organiz~tion such as most of
Forest's chapel.
the northern Illinois counties have.
The girls m et a Northwestern team This is the first year that anyone has
Friday afternoon in the Northwestern 1·eally pushed the project, however.
School of Speech. Suburbs of Chi- Two or three previous attempts to
cago have seen the establishment of ganize have resulted in failure.
several cooperatives, and Northwestern speakers spoke from interesting
first-hand experiences.
Rosary college, a Catholic girls' I
school, provided an unusual setting
for Friday night and Saturday morn- j
ing discussions.
1
One of the new-type discussions
took place Saturday morning, after
6th and JACKSON ST.
which Rosary's coa.ch took the girls :
to a cooperative grocery in Oak Park.
The Home of the

I

C I es C
t St art
Athletic Conference

women Engage Four I
State Deb ate T earnS

•

0

"

•

•

°

t
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head at the University of
Illinois, ruary 18 at Miss Elizabeth Michael's
spoke on the subject "Neglected Values apartment. The new officers elected
of Industrial Al'ts." The meeting was were: Miss Louise Inman, president
and Miss Aline Claar, vice president.
called by President C. ·R. Fegley.
Miss
Bratton will teach in the Mat"Industrial arts," says Professor
toon
grade
school system next term.
Mays, "is so absorbing that we may
"L'Aiglon,"
life of the little eaglet,
neglect some of its important aspects.
famous
play
by
Edmond Rostard, was
CUlture, growth and social adjustment
discussed
by
Mrs.
Frank Verweibe at
are basic in the underlying principles
the
meeting.
She
read various pason which we have built the indu.stri.al
sages
in
French
and
Miss Claar and
a.rts. The problem of industrial arts
Robert
Hallowell
dramatized
a scene
concerns the changes that .take place
from
it.
It
des'Cribes
the
tragic
life
in the boy, not in the material upon
of
Napoleon's
son,
the
Prince
of
Rome.
which they work. Industrial arts does
a. Knowledg.e of the question, an- not differ from other comses in re- A discussion of the many stage proaJysis, evidence, reasoning.
ductions of "l'Aiglon" was led by
gard to objectiVP,S in education."
Mrs. Verweibe.
b . Adaptation to the case of opponProfessor Mays pointed out that
ents, refutation, rebuttal.
tl1ere were ·t hree principal neglected
c. Pre.sentation, voice, pronuncia- values of industrial arts; fo:rnnation of
tion, language, transition, thetorical pTOper attitudes a.nd habits of .thought,
devices, etc.
development of appreciation of beawty
d. Courtesy.
in structure, and moral education. ,
Judges and opposing debaters shall ''There is probably no other place in
be requested to rank each debater on the curriculwn," says he, "where haba 9-point scale in each of the ·a bove its of t hought needed in the modern 1
fi·elds. All ratings shall be an adjunct world is more easily established than
to judges' decisions, but shall have no in industrial 'a rts. Beauty .a pprecia.effect on the official outcome of the tion .is wrongly left wholly to the art
tournament. Judges shall be request- department to develop."
ed to write brief criticisms of ea.ch
In reg.a rd to moral education he says,
debate.
"in the shop it is easier ,t o be mo11al
'I'he college having the highest per- than in any other classroom. Two
centage of debates won and lost shall things .are nece:ssary in proper moral
be declare d the winner of the cham- education. ( 1) Demand absolute moral
pionship trophy.
j L•1tegrity in the shop. (2) Help the
Dr. Ross, as secretary of ·t he League, students in generalizing on moml prinhas to purchas-e the trophies and take ciples. The shop is just bristling with
tll·em to Poorta. He .says ~tha,t he would mor.a l situations and irt is easy ·t o oaplike to bring some of them hack to italize on them."
Charleston.
will be held at Bradley Po~ytechnic Institute, at Peo,ria, Illinois, March 12-13.
This lllinois Intercollegiate Debate
League Tournament is a state tournam ent in w.hich only lllinois colleges
will participate.
The schedule will ·r equire each college to meet eight colleges: four iby
an affirmative team and four by a
negaMve team.
No undergraduate is allowed to serve
as a judge. It shall be suggested that
the judges consider the folowing:

I

---EISTC:---

MARINELLO

You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em

Zotos Permanents . .. a soft., natural wave ... no machine and
no electricity.

PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS

PHONE 1506

North Side Square

Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.
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There's a Difference
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Some ice cream sodas taste
smoother, richer, more satisfying than others. That's because
they are made from MEADOW
GOLD Ice Cream - the purest,
richest ice cream you can buy.
Serve 1t at your own table if
you like the best-for it costs
no more.
·

MEADOW GOLD
DAIRY
PHONE 7

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

'Ye Shop 0 ' Beauty"

'

SATURDAY-9:30 till 1:00

5c HAMBURGERS

BEAUTY SHOP

.

Mr. E. H. Taylor, Dean H. F. Heller,
Miss Ruth Hostetler, Miss Gertrud!':!
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, salH end nx,
· an d Miss Wanett a Bratton
·•t cake, .
a d s, chi cken and n oo dles. f ...
~......
1
went to Chicago Friday to attend the
pies, cookies, bread and rolls.
National Council of Math Teachers.
7th St.-% Block South of Square
'l'hey returned to Charleston Sat_ur
_:.:d:a:y~.~===============i

Snappy Service Inn

PETERS'

'-• .. .. :

Farm and Home
Market

Instructors Attend
Math T eachers Meet

Welcome College
Students to

~------------------~ 1

. ra on as rexy

Bradley ~olrtechmc W ill .Be Host At the regular meeting of the tent."'l.
for lllmms lnte'rcollegiate De· district of the Industrial Arts R ound Miss Mary Augusta Bratton, re.
baters March 12-13.
Tab1e held in the Practical Arts Build- signing president of the French club
ing at 7 p .m. Thur.sday, February 18
Another decision debate tournament Professor A. B. Mays, industrial arts was honored by its members Feb~

RIGHT
DOWN
TO YOUR
TOES!
There's youthful swing to
the new Naturalizersand a youthful swing to
your step when you wear
these shoes made on the
famous Plus-Fit Lasts.
E;en your budget feels
gay about them ... they
cost only

DRESS-WELL SHOPS
is READY for SPRING

Courteous Service,
Quality Products

PEOPLES DRUG
STORE

at

Complete Drug and Fountain
S.ervice

SHELL SERVICE STATION
C. W. Boyer, M.gr.

6th & Madison

NEW COATS
NEW SUITS
NEW DRESSES
NEW COSTUME SUITS

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

NEW BRADLEYS

TASTY LUNCHES ....

NEW TUB FROCKS
NEW BLOUSES AND SKIRTS

-are OUR Specialty, at a Price that is

YOUR Specialty.

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
N. E. CORNER SQUARE

PHONE 81

NEW HATS-GL.O VES-BAGS-SWEATERS
-JEWELRY-HOSIERY

The NEW FORD. V-8 for 1937- The Quality Car in the Low-Price Field
Charleston, DI.

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

INVA.RT'S

BROWNbiltSHOE STOAE
BOVJi ~
BALOU'

CH A RLESTON

HOSIE RV

I L L .

-

PHONE 666

0

SH

--Din~

rM-.A'Iflt '\V'11l

:team of the women's
:receive special

recor·

breakfast to be held ,tbe
-~P' ' ll'lionltlng after the last game

•

• •
·Cieauers
B. MILLER
Phooe414

PHONE 284

•
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A photographer's beauty

Number 1 freshman beauty at the University of Illinois,
in the opinion of crack photographer Paul Stone, is Beverly
Briggs. She's a member of Kappa Alpha Theta, and was selected
for beauty honors at the annual first class dance.

"No pictures," said
Cop George Thomas,
but a second photographer stepped
in the door and flashed this one, for
which he was quickly booted out of
the Old Capitol where the Univer·
sity of Iowa athletic board was
meeting in secret session to select
a new football coach.

~ueen

crowning is a major activity

Coronatio"n·Prof.
Ju~us T. _Nachasahal took his
work qmte senously when he was
delegated to crown Winona Burgois queen of the winter
· carnival at Michigan State College of Mining and Tech·
nology.

miniature
· d The
Spee
balloon
re•
leased by these scientists
led by Columbia Univer•
sity's Karl 0 . Lange
reached an altitude of
r8,ooo feet in 15 minutes.
The balloon carried a mini·
ature broadcasting set
whose signals are being re•
ceived on the instrument
shown above.
1ntemanona1

Villanova College's
first line of defense, at
~east in the boxing wars,
IS composed
of these
eight huski es shown
here with Coach Ray ·
Ga·dsb y (kft). They're·
rated to win several of
the_matches in this spring's
natiOnal championships.
loterpatiopa)

WITH its talent coming direct
from the campuses of the na"
tion 's leading universities, a new
college program that is presenting
authentic college material is being
networked over NBC on Friday
nights under that master of college
ceremony and comedy, John Held,
Tr. His ·varsity Show made its.
premiere from the University of
Michigan ~mpus, then travelled
to Chicago, Ohio State, Notre
Dame and Pennsylvania and is
now rehearsing for other college
presentations.
Starring campus
musical and dramatic talent, the
programs feature college songs and
dramatizations of campus history
and achievement. Collegiate Digest
here phbto·.features exclusive pic,
tures of the first Varsity Show.

Broadcasts begin here
John Held, Jr., tells the assembled
group of campus actors and musicians
about the half,hour airshow he has built
from suggestions and stories given him by
students and faculty members. Then re,
hearsals begin.

Imitators of famous stars
. . . had their chance at Michigan.
Here's Peter Gerdes broadcasting as
Arkansas' Bob Burns does it.
---7

Erik Rhodes Has
Phi _B ete Key, Too
I .

JN M,OVIELAND, a Phi Beta Kappa key is about
as useful as a recommendation from a high school
dramatics coach. Franchot Tone wears the key from
Cornell. f\s Earnest Sharpe, Actor Erik Rhodes
~rned one at the University of Oklahoma. Though
he hasn't yet attained the eminence of Brother T one,
Erik Rhodes works just 'lS steadily in picutres and
in due time will make almost as much money. You
saw him first as the dapper,
sputtering foreigner in the
Astaire,Rogers film, Gay
Divorcee. He stayed in
Hollywood to play in T op
Hat . Now he is likely to
be in any RKO,Radio
motion picture you happen
to see.
At Oklahoma, Erik
Rhodes, or Earnest Sharpe
.•27, was a singer who
could really put over Moow
light and Roses.
Bing
Crosby and Fred Mac Murray were singers at their
colleges, too; they left without taking degrees.
Rhodes went out with a Chautauqua company his
senior year, but he finished his work by correspon,
dence and ?JOn the Phi Bete key.

Living "Tower of Babel•'
EAST is East and West is West, but Jack Arm,
strong, the All,~merican boy who .. delights
young fry from coast,tO'coast~n the air, gets in and
out of trouble in the East as well as in the West.
His adventures know no
boundaries. American
Racketeers or Chinese
smugglers, all are his meat.
For that reason another
Phi Beta Kappa finds work
in radio. She is Betty Ito,
diminutive Chicagoan who
earned her key at the Uni,
versity of Chicago. Betty
is Japanese by ancestry,
American by birth, but she
plays a Chinese role in Jack
Armstrong's show.
To the ordinary young,
ster, a Chi1_1ese accent is the same as a Japanese accent,
but Miss Ito, being a Phi Beta Kappa, strives to keep
her role Chinese.- .She is also attempting to learn
Japanese better while serving as secretary to a pro,
fessor of German at the University of Chicago. Her
ivory tower of scholarship is a Tower of Babel.

· Caf!lpus Highliters

Stars ~~~u.s". ,·rt"""t
W. Va., State
College · broadcast
larly from WMMN in
series of air nrD<>Dn~<>h.nn•
that have
weekly for eight
Here's Soprano Betty
airing a new song hit.

.
W 1nner

W ood
College
dents, voting for their
favorite cO'ed beauty,
lected Harriette Sullivan
their ..queen., Chief
was a trip through ~-G·
studios escorted by Cmemac
tor James Stewart, Born t1
Dance st:ar.

Concentration .Y~~~ret~~ ~~~
course" plan just approved by Hiram College students and faculty, undergraduate.s
will continue to take one course every nine
weeks,' thereby eliminating the time clock
from their education.

Control

Fordham Universit-r students are now thetr own
activity bosses, for they are now operating
under a student council that was elected
after the recent faculty appro~al of a new
constitution drafted by James A. Donovan

"I'M A SECRETARY," says
attractive ]oselyn Libby,
"and often have to eat in
a hurry. When I smoke
Camels at mealtimes I feel
on top of the world."

''CAMELS HELP M AKE THE
FEELING OF NERVOUS PRESSURE FADE O.U T," Says Herbert
Weast, Sophomore.

M

ENTAL WORK -especially long

hours of intensive study-can slow
up digestion. Herbert W eas" Class of 1939,
says: "Camels
a real aid. T hey help
make the feeling of nervous pressure fade
out, and get me set for a hearty meal. I
work better, too, since I've discovered I
get a refreshing 'lift' in energy with a
Camel. Camels set me right.'' Enjoy
Camel's cosdier tobaccos the whole day
through. At mealtimes Camels are an
aid to digestion -speeding up the fiow of
digestive fiuids- increasing alkalinitybringing a sense of ease and well~being.
Steady smokers prefer C~mels. They are
so mild! They don't jangle the nerves,
· tire the taste, or irritate sensitive throats.

are

SMILING JIMMIE FOXX hard-hitting first baseman
of Boston Red Sox, says: "I
smoke Camels with meals
and after for the help they
give my 4igestion."

SIDNEY S. WETZEL, tunnel
engineer: "My work involves constant danger.
That's why I always smoke
Cam e l s. C amels don' t
frazzle my nerves-ever."

ucAMELS help me keep
pepped up,"vivaciousTWA
hostess, Betty Steffen, says.
"In iny work I see many
famous people. And .QlOSt
of them smoke Camels."

"I WANT A CIGARETTE
that doesn't jangle my
nerves," says master welder
Dan RAfferty. "And Camels
don't. They go nne with
meals too."

CHIEF ENGINEER George J
Bmkingham says: .. It's a
great strain keeping tons of
high-powered machinery
under controL Camels help
ease the tension."

~JACKOAKIE'SCOLLEGE"-afull·

hour gala show with Jack Oakie in
person! Benny Goodman's "Swing"
Band!Hollywoodcomediansandsingingstars!Specialcollegeamateurtalent
everyweek!Tuesdays-9:30pmE.S.T .•
8:30pmC.S.T., 7:30pmM.S.T.,6:30
pm P.S.T., WABC-CBS Network.

Temple has a new CQU,rse for its sculpturing students.

Casters Temple University's sculpture students are now taught all phases of sculpturing with the

installation late last month of equipment for the casting of their own sculptures. . Boris
Blai (in rear) is originator of the idea for the Philadelphia school.
·Aane

Shift

He's

top

football earner

Dana X. Bible, the University of Nebraska's former
sensational grid coach, is shown as be arrived in
Austin to sign a IO'year contract as grid mentor for the University of Texas at a reported annual salary of $15,000.
Pictures, Inc.

Singers respond with open mouths

Humor Class
Believe it or not, the
new class- in humor at
the
University
of
Florida does not roll in
the aisl~ with laughter.
Here's Prof. W. E.
Moore giving another
lesson in the more in,
tellectual forms
of
humor, the kind Mark
Twain said ..sets the
thinking machinery in
motion."

Recording

Director 1: F<;>ster_Barnes signals
the Duke Umverstty male sextet
for a high note during the recording of a new song.
Re.cordings are for study of singing faults, not for the
public.
· ·

Spill
There was a good bit
of ..floor play" during
the hotly contested
Stanford,U. C . . L. A.
basketball battle, and
the play pictured at the
right ended in a foul
being called on Stanford.
Stanford won, 63 to 40.
Wide World

c
tbl

me
in

The showmanship
and musicianship of the
University of Wiscon~
sin's snappy band direc~
tor.is exemplified in this
interesting action photo
of him taken at a recent
concert.
Here Ray
Dvotak is exhorting his
Badger bandsmen to
new heights of pep and
perfection.

FJl.er

With an antelope ..s speed and form

High~flying Hal Kiesel, George Washington University f<XVI:'ard, . gaJ~
lops down the court in an attempt to elude Long Island Uruvers1ty s
Ben Kramer. L.I.U. won the game, 37 to 26.
Acme

Cinemactor Fredric March dubbed her ''best,..

ding

Fredric March, Wisconsin's famed graduate who
has done a lot of yearbook beauty judging during
and should know his business, selected Mildred Ruoff as the
co-ed at Millsaps College. She is a Chi Omega and prominent
activities.

'They~re preparing for another sl{iing expedition
Two members of the Wesleyan University (Middletown, Conn.) -Outing Club, Dave Hibbard
and Winthrop Wells, work on their equipment in the club's new headquarters. This room is
in the basement of Winchester .fiouse, and every effort has been made to give it the eutdoor .. touch."

Outers

Circle of beauties

B t
es

These five beauty win~
ners of the University
of Arizona are all candidates for
the crown
a cowboy hat ,,
awarded annually to the CO'ed
judged the "most beautiful."
IN

He ..s the Hspar1{plug' . of the ••best band in the southwest"

'This mineral is good for dynamite or jewelry polish

H.tgh St
. r Christian
Hays Bacus, leading man of the Texas
. _ eppe
University band, was caught in

F · d This is not a tunnel into a snowbank, but into a huge new-found Nevada

bed of diatomite,
lll useful earthy mineral formed from the shells of uncountable trillions of one-celled plants. The
bed has been investigated by Prof. C. A. Jacobson, West Virginia Unive~sity chemist.
Science .Service

.
hess players
. , No I colleglate c
leading players
'fhey•re na.tl011 s rk University chess tea:· are sho~m . re·
The New Yo \legiate Chess Leagh for the champlOfl'
n"\pS . the Interco
. their marc
.LJJ.
tn
..hat they wot1 m .
.
of the games )-U. N w York CltY . .
pl~yt~g ohne recent tourney m e
shtp m t e
.

cha

-C

this unusual pose as he lead one of .the nation's most famous
marching "swing" bands in a recent parade.

ame

t K · ht
rug s

were dated for

300

years ago ·

When Bradley Polytechnic Institute (Peoria, Ill.) printers printed
basketball game tickets dated three centuries ago, student basketeers
decided it would be a lot of fun burlesqueing the inefficient proof readers---and here's the result.
· spears, swords and breast protectors for the referee included.

our

Sun Eye
Sun tower of · the
scientific eye of Amer,
ica, 6,000 feet atop
Mt. Wilson, Caltech 's
world's largest telescope
is being adjusted by a
workman so that the
scientists below can
make a picture of the
sun .
EiMnstaedt-Pix

.•

She's journalists' banner beauty
At the recent press cotillion of the Ohio Uni,
versity chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, profes,
journalistic fraternity, Alpha Xi Delta's Helen
was judged the most beautifully groomed co,ed.
studied the contestants both before and after
had arranged their hair, donned their formals and
their make,up.

lieges Give
ieres of
edPlays

. . of Moliere's T artuffe
presented for first time
University of Tulsa stu,
with Jean Shaffer play,
a. leading part.

Important first presentations
of famed plays of the current
season were made in three' in,
stances on the boards of college
theaters during the past month
or two. CoLLEGIATE DIGEST here,
with presents exclusive photos
of these important theatrical prO'
ductions.

_,

r---------------------------------------I ENJOYED YOUR
ARTICLE ON CuRIOUS
PIPES OF ALL
PROFESSOR

!HANKS,
:JUDGE. I
WANTED

YOUR
OPINION

. . . of Martin Flavin's The
Good Old Summer 'Time was

staged by the University of
Michigan department of play
production.

THE $YECIAL PRINCE Al 6Elti nOCESS lSRINGS OUT THE
ltiCU, MELLOW fLAVOR OF V.A. T06ACCOS. BEING •CKIMf'
rT

aJi
ALL

SMOKE$ coo1. ANP THE Y.A.·Na.5rrE' noass K£MOVf5
HAltSHNESS. THE«£~ l'laNCfLY SMOKiNG- WITH RINGE ALB£ftT
•••ITS THE IARGf$T·$Et.LIHG- SMOI(fNG TOIACCO fN THE Wmtl.l'

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. H you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

"'Winterset's, first amateur presentation . . .
· was made by the Hamilton College Charlatans after Raconteur
Woollcott, Hamilton alumnus and trustee, had secured
oermission of its author.

... A . .. . . . " ' .

so

pipefuls of fragrant
tobacco in every2-oz.
tin of J'ripce .Albert

PRINiiES'AliYNERJ~::~=

C

'This boxing coach directs his proteges from a wheelchair

b k W hen

Johnny LaRowe, 68-year-old University of Vir'
ginia boxing coach, had a major operation last spring, ring
fans predicted he wouldn't be coaching this fall. Nevertheless, he's back again
preparing the Cavalier squad for its try for its seventh consecutive championship
from his wheelchair.

orne ac

Battle

Here's where Ohio State met first defeat

Johnson, Indiana guard (4), leaps into t he air for two
points, but Thomas, Ohio State center (20), makes
a grunt and groan attempt to deflect the ball in
the furious Indiana-Ohio State battle
played on the former's floor.
Indiana won,
43 to 36.

Figurer
M. I. T.'s Dr. J. B.
Wilbur has just finished
this 13,000 part calcula•• tor for the solution of
simultaneous linear algebraic equations to
nine or more unknowns.

Tankers
In an indoor tank de·
signed to simulate ao~
tual rowing conditions,
Columbia University's
crew begins the long
grind that will prepare
it for th~ spring racing
season. It is said that
championship crews are
made in the long winter
months when the oars·
men perfect their tech·
nique and build up their
Wide World
stamina.

